[1] In the framework of the activities of the Combination Research Centers (CRC) of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS), the French Groupe de Recherche en Géodésie Spatiale (GRGS) studies the benefit of combining space-geodetic techniques (Doppler orbitography and radiopositioning integrated by satellite, GPS, satellite laser ranging, and very long baseline interferometry) at the observational level. This combination aims to produce a global and consistent solution for Earth orientation parameters (EOPs), polar motion x p and y p , and universal time UT1 with a 1-day or a 6-hour sampling, as well as weekly station positions. In this paper we present a methodology for multitechnique combination at the observational level. We process the measurements of the four techniques over a 1-year period (the year 2002) in order to illustrate and validate our method. All techniques are processed with the same computational framework, thus with the same models and a priori values for parameters. By using the same software and conventions, we avoid inconsistencies in individual computations. We process each technique individually and inside the combination. The comparison between these solutions is a way of analyzing the power of our method even if the actual status of our software does not reproduce the state-of-the-art analyses of each technique. However, we produce an analysis of the quality of our individual computations so that readers can get an informed appreciation of the current capabilities of our software. Finally, we present the capability of such combinations in terms of accuracy and precision, we underline the main issues of our method and propose solutions to solve them in the future. 
Introduction
[2] One of the ultimate goals of space geodesy is to estimate point positions on the Earth's surface as accurately as possible. Space-geodetic techniques also provide positions of the Earth's rotation axis with respect to the crust and values linked to the Earth's rotation at given dates. These quantities are major references for all geodetic and astronomic applications. Indeed, anyone who wants to observe an object in space (star, planet, artificial satellite, etc.) from Earth often needs to position it with respect to a ground instrument. This positioning is carried out through two reference frames: the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) [Arias et al., 1995] and the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) [Altamimi et al., 2002a] . The transformation between these terrestrial and celestial frames is directly linked to Earth rotation phenomena. In particular, this transformation makes use of Earth orientation parameters (EOPs) provided as daily time series by the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS) [Gambis, 2004] .
[3] All these fundamental geodetic products are computed by combinations of space-geodetic techniques (except for ICRF, which is only computed with very long baseline interferometry (VLBI)). Indeed, combining techniques takes advantage of the capabilities of each individual technique. For example, satellite laser ranging (SLR) is known as the most accurate technique for assessing geocenter motion. However, this technique depends on weather conditions and its network is largely deficient in the southern hemisphere. So, SLR can only give terrestrial reference frames (TRFs) at large spatial (a few thousands of kilometers) and temporal (not below 7 days) scales. Combining SLR with other techniques such as GPS and Doppler orbitography and radiopositioning integrated by satellite (DORIS) improves the geographic distribution of stations in the global network and, for colocated sites, the temporal distribution of measurements.
[4] The present approach consists in directly combining geodetic products. As an example, the ITRF computation is based on individual sets of mean positions and velocities of ground stations [Altamimi et al., 2002a] . EOPC04 time series are derived from individual EOP time series [Gambis, 2004] . Indeed, these series are computed with VLBI measurements and satellite technique measurements (GPS, SLR, and DORIS). VLBI provides absolute but sparse reference for the determination of universal time (UT1). Satellite techniques provide the short-period variations of this quantity (and, more particularly, its time derivative, length of day (LOD)) and pole coordinates x p and y p . Producing EOP time series consists in combining the solutions computed by analysis centers for each of these different techniques. Several sources of inaccuracy can alter results of such combinations.
[5] First of all, individual EOP time series may contain systematic errors. The present combination process takes these heterogeneities into account by estimating and removing linear trends [Gambis, 2004] . Other types of systematic error can thus alter results.
[6] Second, the diversity of software (algorithms, constants, and models) and strategies developed and used by analysis centers can generate inconsistencies between individual time series. Even if these inconsistencies should be reduced thanks to the use of IERS conventions [e.g., McCarthy and Petit, 2004] , subtle differences may still lead to systematic effects.
[7] Furthermore, space-geodetic techniques do not have networks of the same quality. SLR and VLBI networks are poorly distributed in the southern hemisphere. Consequently, subnetwork effects can cause additional inconsistencies.
[8] Finally, the different products of IERS (ITRF, ICRF, and EOPs) are still computed independently; this inevitably leads to inconsistencies between them.
[9] In order to eliminate possible inconsistencies in solutions produced by these various techniques, we propose to combine VLBI, SLR, GPS, and DORIS techniques at the measurement level. Theoretically, this approach is the most satisfactory as it is closer to measurements. Furthermore, by using the same software to carry out the computations, we guarantee that any inaccuracy is identically shared by all the involved techniques. This kind of combination has already been investigated in the recent past and has been applied to VLBI sessions [Andersen, 2000] and to several techniques albeit over a shorter period of time (3 months) with a single estimation of station positions [Yaya, 2002] .
[10] Our combination, directly based on measurements, has many advantages. First, observations for all techniques are processed with the same software (GINS/DYNAMO). They are thus processed with the same fundamental constants, the same physical models, and the same a priori values for parameters. This avoids systematic differences due to heterogeneous computational frameworks.
[11] During our combination process, we can still estimate parameters linked to individual techniques (range biases for SLR, clock parameters for VLBI, etc.) and, consequently, individual computations should still be optimal.
[12] Our combination involves independent and complementary information on common parameters. Regarding EOPs, it must directly provide UT1 with a regular sampling without any long-term drift. Indeed, only VLBI can really give UT1; all satellite techniques are by definition limited by correlations with the longitudes of the ascending nodes of the orbits. With regard to this parameter, the observational level can then be used to combine the partial derivatives of all these techniques. As a result, values estimated by VLBI can thus be interpolated through satellite techniques by reducing correlations.
[13] Our combination is clearly a first step toward an ''ideal'' combination at the measurement level. Indeed, theoretically speaking, such an ideal combination at the measurement level should have major advantages. First of all, radio wave techniques (GPS, DORIS, and VLBI) are still limited by atmospheric propagation. The SLR technique is not so much affected by this phenomenon. A combination could thus take advantage of the exact information provided by SLR to improve results for GPS, DORIS, and VLBI in colocated sites, by estimating common atmospheric delays, for instance.
[14] Another form of colocation could be generated by satellite orbits. Indeed, some satellites (Jason-1 for instance) are equipped to be tracked by several observational techniques. So, such an approach could also link these different techniques by this kind of spatial tie.
[15] Moreover, this kind of combination should reveal systematic differences between techniques and reduce them in order to provide EOP and station position estimations in a unified global combined TRF. This approach clearly resolves geometric problems for SLR and VLBI. Furthermore, it could lead to a validation of local ties in IERS geodetic sites. Also, these local ties could be used as complementary information during the combination process. In addition, satellite techniques can monitor geocenter motion (with different levels of accuracy). Such a combination at the observational level could also give the opportunity to estimate a combined geocenter motion. It would provide a supplementary link between SLR, GPS, and DORIS.
[16] Finally, such a combination, carried out at the measurement level, should generate all geodetic products (CRFs, TRFs, EOPs, and Earth gravity field).
[17] It is obvious that such an ambitious computation is still utopic as the problems involved are numerous and quite arduous. However, such a combination is clearly the goal to reach in the future. To this end, we are developing a new multitechnique analysis package, but it has not yet worked as well for each technique as specialist software (especially for GPS and VLBI) and the model used has not yet been optimized to carry out an optimal combination at the observational level. So, as a first computation, we have carried out a more reasonable and simple combination. Indeed, we have not considered atmospheric delays as common parameters between techniques: the GINS/DYNAMO software has not yet been upgraded to consider atmospheric delays as links between geodetic techniques. We have limited our efforts to terrestrial links and, more particularly, to EOPs (x p , y p , and UT1). We have not used local ties between instruments in colocated sites. The reason is the problem of the heterogeneity between the terrestrial reference frames of each technique inside the combination. This problem is exhaustively discussed in section 5. Finally, considering our recent expe-rience for GPS and VLBI computations with GINS software, we have decided to keep only EOPs and station positions as parameters worthy of interest.
[18] So, this first combination carried out at the measurement level (more rigorously at the normal system level, in fact) aims to (1) prove that combining the partial derivatives of the four techniques involved with respect to UT1 can lead to an absolute universal time with the density of GPS solutions; (2) design a methodology of combination which can be used as a starting point by other groups in the world; (3) produce a concise but precise review of what can be expected from such a combination at the measurement level; (4) highlight some important problems and present some clear and precise prospects to take these critical aspects into account in the near future.
[19] In this methodological paper we describe the project of combination and, more particularly, the software and the models used as well as the individual computations for each technique. We then detail the method of combination and analyze the results obtained for EOPs. Finally, we explore ways to take advantage of such a combination to estimate not only EOPs but also homogeneous global TRFs produced weekly.
Contributions of Geodetic Techniques

Physical Models
[20] The test period chosen for our computations is the year 2002. More precisely, this period begins on 30 December 2001, 00 hours 00 min 00 s (modified Julian day (MJD) 52 273) and ends on 4 January 2003, 23 hours 59 min 59 s (MJD 52 646). Indeed, the station positions are estimated every GPS week (each GPS week begins on Sunday, 00 hours 00 min 00 s UTC and ends on the following Saturday, 23 hours 59 min 59 s UTC). The analysis is limited to a core of parameters: EOPs, station positions, and range biases for SLR. Other parameters like orbital coefficients or atmospheric delays, used for our computations, are previously reduced in the normal systems.
[21] The GINS/DYNAMO software was developed in the early 1970s by the Centre National d'É tudes Spatiales (CNES)/Observatoire Midi-Pyrénées (OMP). This software has been provided to several research groups in the framework of the Groupe de Recherche en Géodésie Spatiale (GRGS) (CNES/OMP, Noveltis, Collecte Localisation Satellite (CLS), Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur (OCA)/GEMINI, and Paris' Observatory).
[22] The physical models for the orbit computations and for the a priori variations of EOPs and station positions are described in Tables 1, 2 , and 3 respectively.
[23] Regarding the global network of ground instruments, not all stations used for the computations are present in ITRF2000. Indeed, the positions of 28 DORIS beacons have previously been computed in the ITRF2000 reference frame. The eccentricities are taken equal to the values in ITRF2000 for SLR and VLBI; they are equal to zero for DORIS. Regarding GPS, these eccentricities are taken from the daily revised SINEX file igs.snx available at ftp:// igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/station/general. This file also provides the phase center corrections for GPS. Regarding the DORIS technique, these corrections are 487 mm for the positioning beacons and 510 mm for the orbitography beacons.
[24] Regarding EOPs, the a priori time series are official EOPC04 time series. For each measurement, these time series are interpolated between the tabulated epoch and the considered measurement epoch with a four-point lagrangian polynomial interpolation. Regarding the interpolation of UT1 time series, we do not use the model of zonal tides [Yoder et al., 1981] .
[25] In order to make our results comparable to those produced by international analysis centers, we estimated EOPs (x p , y p , and UT1; the EOP rates were not computed) each day at noon. Moreover, in order to find possible evidence of quasi-diurnal residual signals, we also computed combined EOP time series with a 6-hour sampling. We implicitly consider here that these 6-hour EOP offsets are computed with respect to the EOPC04 time series with a 6-hour sampling.
[26] Equations (1) show the mathematical models used for EOPs and station positions at a given time t. The estimated parameters are the dEOP and dX i offsets with respect to the models mentioned in Table 2 and Table 3 . In order to get a satisfactory distribution of measurements, these offsets are supposed constant over a given period of time: over 6 hours or 1 day for EOPs and over 1 week for station positions. EOP dEOP offsets as well as estimated dX i geocentric position offsets must reflect not only deficiencies in the a priori models used but also unknown 
DORIS
[27] The 3.5-day orbital arcs are computed for five satellites: Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre (SPOT) 2, 4, and 5, ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX/ Poséidon) and Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT). This length of arc is in fact variable (between 1 and 3.5 days) to take orbit correction maneuvers and data gaps into account. Drag coefficients, solar pressure coefficients, tropospheric zenithal delays, frequency biases, and empirical parameters [Crétaux et al., 1994] are estimated during the orbit processing. The estimation of tropospheric zenithal delays is based on the CNET mapping function [Baby et al., 1988] . The network of ground beacons used for DORIS computations is shown in Figure 1 . The data from a total number of 58 beacons are processed and the data from a mean number of 47 beacons are used every week. Measurements for each satellite alone do not necessarily cover the whole test period as shown in Table 4 . However, by gathering the weekly normal matrices for all the satellites, we generated 53 weekly normal matrices covering the test period.
[28] Table 5 shows the amounts of data (mean values are given for 3.5-day orbital arcs) used for the DORIS computations and the mean weighted RMS values of the orbital residuals. These RMS values indicate a good consistency between the orbital arcs of the three SPOT satellites and TOPEX/Poséidon. For ENVISAT, the RMS values are a little bit larger. It must be noticed that these DORIS computations are carried out by LEGOS/CLS, an official International DORIS Service (IDS) analysis center.
GPS
[29] Two-day orbital arcs are computed for the satellites of the GPS constellation. We process undifferentiated (phase and pseudo-range) iono-free measurements at a sampling rate of 900 s. The atmospheric drag is ignored. We consider phase ambiguities as real-valued parameters. The elevation cutoff angle is 15 degrees for phase and range data. Clock parameters are adjusted as independent parameters for each epoch of 900 s and for each station and each GPS satellite (except for one station which is kept as reference). A tropospheric vertical bias is estimated for each station every 3 hours using the CNET mapping function [Baby et al., 1988] . The solar pressure force is modelled by using empirical Bar-Sever's model [Bar-Sever and Kuang, 2003 ] and we compute a bias in the Y direction and a scale factor per day on the pressure force for each GPS satellite. No pseudo-range biases are applied. The a priori standard deviation values are 1 m (1 cm) for range (phase) measurements. [30] The ground network of receivers used for the GPS computations (Figure 2 ) does not encompass all the existing GPS receivers; it is clearly a reduced network. Indeed, this network results from a compromise between the processing capacities of GINS software (data volume, type of receivers manageable by the software, etc.) and the quality of the computed orbits: the receivers which give large orbit residuals are eliminated. For instance, KOUR is not manageable by our computation chains, and so this station appears only once during the whole year 2002. However, we try to always keep a satisfactory distribution of the receivers for the obtained global network. The data from a total number of 72 receivers are processed and the data from a mean number of 59 receivers are used every week.
[31] The amounts of data (mean values are given for 2-day orbital arcs) used for the GPS computations and the mean weighted RMS values of the orbital residuals are shown in Table 6 . Furthermore, comparisons of our orbits with respect to the official International GNSS Service (IGS) combined orbit show three-dimensional RMS values of differences 2.5 to 3 times larger than those obtained with the orbits of IGS analysis centers. This comparison shows that our GPS computations are not yet at the level of the best international GPS data processing.
SLR
[32] The two geodetic Laser Geodynamics Satellites (LAGEOS) are used for the SLR computations. Nine-day orbital arcs are computed for these satellites, but only the 7 central days of these arcs are kept for parameter estimation. Indeed, remaining orbital errors have a stronger value at the beginning and at the end of individual orbital arcs. In order to significantly reduce these orbital errors, we also compute empirical parameters deduced from Hill's theory [Crétaux et al., 1994] for the three directions (radial, alongtrack, and across-track). The tropospheric correction is based on the model in the work of Marini and Murray [1973] . Furthermore, we have developed and used a new way of computing range biases. Indeed, these biases are largely correlated with station position vertical components. As a result, if they are not estimated, we can damage the estimations of these vertical components and, as a consequence, the scale of the underlying TRF. To avoid this problem, we use our temporal decorrelation method [Exertier et al., 2004] consisting in estimating range biases per satellite over a long period together with all the other parameters.
[33] The SLR ground station network used is shown in Figure 3 . This network is in fact a dynamic network. Indeed, all stations in this network do not necessarily provide the same amount of data on the two LAGEOS satellites every week. The stations for which the total amount of data on both LAGEOS satellites do not exceed 20 normal points on a given week are removed from computations. Including these stations in the network can induce numerical problems in the parameter estimation (see section 5.2). The data from a total number of 29 stations are processed and the data from a mean number of 17 stations are used every week. The amounts of data (mean values are given for the 7-day Figure 2. GPS receiver network used for the computations.
B05410 COULOT ET AL.: COMBINATION OF SPACE-GEODETIC TECHNIQUES orbital arcs actually kept) used for the SLR computations are shown in Table 7 . This table also shows the mean weighted RMS values of the orbital residuals. These centimeter RMS values are satisfactory. Moreover, comparisons of our orbits with orbits computed by an official International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) analysis center reveal three-dimensional RMS values of differences at the level of 2-3 cm.
VLBI
[34] Regarding the VLBI computations, all relativistic effects are rightly handled in barycentric timescale and frame in agreement with the recommended conventions [McCarthy and Petit, 2004] . Indeed, these relativistic effects are taken into account in the transformation between the geocentric and the barycentric frames (Lorentz's transformation). They are also applied to model the effect of radio wave propagation in solar system (the effects of the Sun, the Moon, and the Earth are considered). We consider instrumental and atmospheric delays. Only the group delays are used and the considered tropospheric model is the model in the work of Niell [1996] . Moreover, zenithal delays are estimated twice hourly.
[35] We use four types of data from the International VLBI Service (IVS) programs: IVS-R1 (database code (DBC) XA, named ''sessions A'' in the following), IVS-R4 (DBC XE, called ''sessions E'' in the following), JARE project (DBC XF, named ''sessions F'' in the following), and, finally, intensive sessions for UT1 (the so-called ''sessions U''). The IVS-R1 and IVS-R4 programs aim to provide EOP estimations twice a week. The Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE) project is intimately linked to the Syowa Antarctica and OHIGGINS programs. This latter aims to detect tectonic motions and to improve the TRF in the southern hemisphere. Finally, intensive sessions are reserved for UT1 computation. They use a unique east-west baseline (Kokee, USA to Wettzell, Germany). For more details on these programs, please consult the Web site http://ivscc. gsfc.nasa.gov/program/descrip2002.html. By combining these different sessions, we aim to take advantage of all existing VLBI measurements to better estimate EOPs. This combination is fully described by Coulot [2005] . Although we work with individual VLBI sessions which can be sparsely located in time, we add them together in order to obtain weekly normal matrices. This mixing is consistent with the other geodetic techniques and can especially be used to compute the TRF linked to this technique every week. It can seem odd to use the VLBI intensive sessions: the geometry of the data involved is indeed highly biased due to the long east-west baseline with limited mutual visibility. In fact, there is no reason to exclude the session U data in the computations if all the session types are combined together. Indeed, in this case, the geometry is satisfactorily completed by the other sessions for which the same antennae have been used. Furthermore, numerical tests have proved that the combined UT1 results were damaged if the session U data were not included in the computation process [Coulot, 2005] . Figure 4 illustrates the ground network of VLBI antennae used for the computations. This network is dynamic as it depends on the sessions used for a given week. The data from a total number of 21 antennae are processed and the data from a mean number of 6 antennae are used every week. Indeed, sessions A can 
Combination Method
Reference System Effects
[36] Inversion of normal matrices involving station position offsets can give rise to difficulties. Indeed, these normal matrices can have significant rank deficiencies. Thus their inversion is impossible without the addition of the lacking information. These rank deficiencies are directly linked to deficiencies in the definition of the underlying TRFs; all space-geodetic techniques are not sensitive to all degrees of freedom of a TRF in space. The reference system effect is a criterion identifying such badly defined degrees through the variance matrix of station position solutions computed for a geodetic technique with a given analysis strategy [Sillard and Boucher, 2001] . When these badly defined degrees of freedom are identified, minimum constraints can be added to the normal matrices in order to provide the necessary information and no more [Altamimi et al., 2002b] . The reference system effect criterion has been developed, tested, and validated for variance matrices of station positions [Sillard and Boucher, 2001] . However, all space-geodetic computations now involve not only station positions but also EOPs. These EOPs provide the orientation of their underlying TRF. For this reason, we decided to generalize reference system effect to EOPs. In the context of the estimation of daily EOPs over a given week (presently the most usual configuration of space-geodetic computations), we can write the transformation between EOPs linked to two TRFs 1 and 2:
with [cf. Zhu and Mueller, 1983 ]
. .
where f = 1.002737909350795 is the ratio between sidereal and universal times [Aoki et al., 1982] . The entire development used to derive the reference system effect theory [cf. Sillard and Boucher, 2001] can be transposed to EOPs, the starting point being the previous relations (2) and (3).
Here is the result. Considering L the variance matrix of 
where
. Numerical examples of such reference system effects are given in sections 4 and 5.
Computational Scheme
[37] The scheme in Figure 5 describes in details all the computations carried out during this project. First of all, the GINS software, on the basis of the measurements and the physical models described in section 2.1 (Table 1, Table 2,  and Table 3 ), produces weekly individual normal systems related to EOPs, station positions, and range biases for the SLR technique. These weekly individual normal systems generated for DORIS, GPS, SLR, and VLBI are the starting points of all the computations. In order to compare our results with the international analysis center solutions (section 4.1), we carry out individual computations. Moreover, the comparison between these individual solutions and the solutions produced with the combination of the four techniques is a direct internal validation of our method Figure 5 ). Deficiencies in definition of the weekly underlying TRFs being identified, minimum constraints are added to the normal systems. We then solve these systems to compute the weekly solutions (with a daily sampling for EOPs) in the TRF linked to the technique. These minimum constraints are applied with respect to ITRF2000. On the basis of the station position solutions, the software ''TRANSFOR'' computes the weekly seven-parameter transformations between our weekly individual TRF solutions and ITRF2000. Each week, the optimal values of the relative weights are computed for the individual techniques through their combination. These weights are based on the EOP statistics (see next section 3.3). Then, these weights are used to generate the weekly four-technique normal systems mixing the measurements and the partial derivatives of all the techniques. By applying minimum constraints per technique, these weekly combined normal systems are used to compute the combined EOPs (with 1-day or 6-hour samplings) and the weekly station positions. The use of minimum constraints in the framework of the combination computations is discussed in section 5.
Weighting Technique
[38] In order to take the best advantage of each technique for EOP computation, the weekly individual normal systems per technique are weighted by using an optimal variance component estimation method [Sahin et al., 1992] . Computing these relative weights requires common parameters between techniques. With regard to our estimation model, only EOPs are real common parameters. Furthermore, satellite techniques can provide these EOPs with a regular sampling, but VLBI can not. Consequently, the common parameters used are in fact the EOPs at the times provided by the natural sampling of the VLBI measurements. It would be more rigorous to use all common parameters between techniques to compute optimal weights: in other words, to use not only EOPs but also positions of colocated instruments as it is done for the ITRF computation [Altamimi et al., 2002a] . However, the heterogeneity of the individual technique reference frames inside the combination (see section 5) prevented us from using local ties and, as a consequence, considering colocated station positions for the estimation of the optimal weights. Figure 6 shows the weekly computed weights for the four techniques. Measurements of techniques are a priori weighted. The weights of these techniques in the combination are the products of the variance components computed with Helmert's method and the a priori weight matrices [cf. Sahin et al., 1992] . To better study the actual weights assigned to the individual techniques in the combination, we translate the variance scale factors into a priori standard deviation values of measurements. Table 9 shows the mean values of these a priori standard deviation values for each technique alone and inside the combination.
[39] The weights are very stable for the DORIS, GPS, and SLR techniques. Indeed, the RMS values of the a priori standard deviation values are 0.006 mm/s for DORIS, 0.07 cm for GPS, and 0.08 cm for SLR. For VLBI, the RMS value is 0.41 cm. Indeed, Figure 6 shows values larger than 0.5 cm, thus less important weights, for 9 weeks in the year 2002 (weeks 6, 20, 21, 33, 37, 43, 44, 52, 53) . For all these weeks (except for the week 37), only the measurements of the sessions U were used to compute the VLBI normal system. These sessions can not provide all EOPs but only UT1 (see section 2.5). The weighting of COULOT ET AL.: COMBINATION OF SPACE-GEODETIC TECHNIQUES the techniques is based on all the EOPs at the times provided by VLBI. This is the reason why, for these particular weeks, VLBI is less weighted.
[40] Table 9 shows that the most weighted technique is GPS. Indeed, the a priori standard deviation values of the measurements are divided by about 2 in the combination for this technique. Furthermore, the standard deviation values for VLBI are small and at the level of those obtained for GPS. This technique does not have a negligible weight in the combination even if the gain between standard deviation values is only 1.1; the gain is the ratio between the mean a priori standard deviation values of measurements for the technique alone and inside the combination. This gain is 1.3 for SLR for which the standard deviation values are higher than GPS and VLBI values. So, this technique is less weighted in the combination. Finally, the gain of 1.4 obtained for DORIS is comparable to the SLR gain. The variance scale factors for these techniques are at the same level. Although the values are not necessarily easy to interpret for DORIS, the individual results described in section 4 show that this technique is certainly less weighted than the three others.
Results for EOPs
Solutions Per Technique
[41] We are fully conscious that our GPS and VLBI computations have not yet been optimized, compared to computations carried out by international analysis centers. Nevertheless, in order to be rigorous and to make possible for readers to assess the quality of our individual computations, our individual daily EOP solutions are compared here with the solutions of the international analysis centers which provide the operational EOP time series used to 
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COULOT ET AL.: COMBINATION OF SPACE-GEODETIC TECHNIQUES achieve the combined C04 series of the IERS EOP Product Center. We got these solutions from the IERS EOP Product Center official Web site, http://hpiers.obspm.fr/ eop-pc/. These operational time series and our individual EOP time series are also compared with the three international service (IGS, IVS, and ILRS; the IDS has not yet provided an official combined solution) official combined solutions. These solutions were obtained from the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) Web site, http://cddis.nasa.gov/. All these solutions are described in Table 10 which lists the center codes used in Table 11 , the center names, and geographical locations and, finally, indicates the estimated EOPs in the considered solution. Our individual solutions are named ''GRGS.'' Table 11 shows the statistics of all the solutions described in Table 10 . More precisely, it shows the weighted mean and standard deviation values of the differences between these solutions and EOPC04 time series and the corresponding official combined solution.
GPS Solutions
[42] Regarding GPS, the international solutions exhibit negligible biases for the x p pole coordinate (the mean value is about À4 mas) with respect to EOPC04 time series. This mean bias is still low with respect to the IGS official combined solution (the value is 16 mas). On the contrary, the biases with respect to EOPC04 series are significant for y p ; the mean bias is 256 mas. This bias between GPS solutions and EOPC04 series is well known [Gambis, 2004] . Furthermore, this bias is present in all the GPS solutions: it thus seems to be a bias directly linked to the technique and not an artificial bias linked to the computation method. Of course, this bias disappears when the GPS solutions are compared with the IGS official combined solution (the mean value is 36 mas). Indeed, the IGS official combined solution has a 223 mas bias with respect to EOPC04 series. This significant bias for y p with respect to EOPC04 series is also present in our solution (159 mas, nearly half of the mean value found for the international solutions). Concerning the standard deviation values, the GPS solutions are relatively homogeneous. Indeed, the mean value is 95 mas for x p and 91 mas for y p . Results obtained for our solutions (102 and 101 mas) are larger than these mean values. Furthermore, we can notice in Table 11 that they are almost twice of the best values obtained for the international solutions. Moreover, we must notice that all the international centers compute not only EOPs but also EOP rates; we do not compute these rates. Also, it is well known that estimating a more important number of parameters can significantly noise solutions. Finally, the values obtained with respect to the IGS official combined solution (nearly 4 mm for the two pole coordinates) are a bit large.
VLBI Solutions
[43] For VLBI, the mean biases of the international solutions with respect to EOPC04 time series are À135 mas for x p , 309 mas for y p , and 9 0.1 ms for UT1, respectively. The Table 11 ). The values obtained with respect to the IVS official combined solution (132 and 155 0.1 ms, respectively) are also satisfactory. Finally, we can notice that all the VLBI analysis centers estimate celestial pole dy and de offsets. Owing to an inability of GINS software, we do not estimate these offsets. It can be a reason to explain the relatively middle quality of our solution.
SLR Solutions
[44] As shown in Table 11 , the results for SLR are relatively heterogeneous. Indeed, the CSR and DUT solutions are really incoherent with the three other ones and especially with the ILRS official combined solution. The mean biases with respect to EOPC04 series are À366 mas for x p and À178 mas for y p but, once again, the significant heterogeneities make the interpretation of results difficult. The ILRS official combined solution also exhibits significant biases. It is also the case for our solution. Indeed, the bias for y p (210 mas) is very close to the value obtained for the ILRS official combined solution (203 mas). The weighted standard deviation values with respect to EOPC04 series are, on the average, 264 mas for x p and 272 mas for y p . SLR appears to be significantly less sensitive to pole coordinates than GPS and VLBI are. Regarding our solution, the weighted standard deviation values of the differences with respect to EOPC04 series (245 mas for x p and 208 mas for y p ) are better than the mean values obtained for the international solutions. Furthermore, taking into account the heterogeneity of SLR solutions in Table 11 , we can remark that the values obtained for our solution are at the mean level of international solutions, although if the two centers (IAA and MCC) for which the values obtained are the best ones also estimate LOD as a complementary parameter. Moreover, the values obtained by comparison with the ILRS official combined solution are also satisfactory. Comparison between the daily EOP offset time series produced with the SLR technique (thin curves) and with the combination of the four techniques (thick curves), respectively. Units are mas for polar motion and milliseconds for UT1.
DORIS Solutions
[45] Only two DORIS solutions contribute operationally to the computation of EOPC04 time series: our solution and the JPL solution (see Table 11 ). The comparison of these two solutions with respect to EOPC04 time series show weighted standard deviation values at the same level for y p but the JPL analysis center estimates LOD as an additional parameter.
Combination Results
[46] Figure 7 shows the daily EOP offset time series computed with SLR and the combination of the four techniques, respectively. These offsets are computed with respect to the a priori models given in relations (1). This figure is sufficient to prove the efficiency of our combination. Indeed, we can clearly see a drift in the UT1 offset time series computed by SLR. This drift is mainly due to the dynamic method used to carry out the SLR computations. It is impossible, in orbital signals sensed by artificial satellites, to discriminate longitudes of ascending nodes from UT1. Consequently, estimating orbital parameters together with station positions and EOPs induces strong correlations between these parameters (and, through them, the longitude of the ascending node) and UT1. As a consequence, values computed for UT1 do not really make physical sense. On the other hand, Figure 7 shows that mixing partial derivatives of all techniques cancels existing correlations for satellite techniques with the help of the absolute information brought in by VLBI.
General Analysis
[47] Table 12 shows the weighted mean and weighted standard deviation values of the differences between our combined solutions with a daily sampling and EOPC04 and the IGS official combined time series. The results in Table 12 are very satisfactory, compared to the results obtained for the individual techniques. Indeed, the weighted standard deviation values for polar motion are better than the best values obtained for any of our individual solutions in Table 11 . The weighted standard deviation value for UT1 is close to the value obtained with VLBI only, even if it is a little bit larger (121 0.1 ms against 111 for VLBI). Furthermore, the values in Table 12 show a significant bias (159 mas to 5 mm) for y p , equal to the previous value found with GPS (see Table 11 ). This bias demonstrates that the reference underlying our EOP estimations is mainly due to GPS. Indeed, as previously seen, this technique is highly weighted in the combination and highly sensitive to polar motion. Figure 8 shows the daily EOP offset time series for the individual techniques and the combination of techniques. We can notice the similarity between the GPS and combined solutions for polar motion. Indeed, the weighted standard deviation values of the differences between these two time series are 44 mas for x p and 41 mas for y p (nearly 1 mm). GPS clearly dominates the three others techniques in the combination regarding pole coordinates. Regarding UT1, although they do not have the same sampling, the VLBI and combined solutions are comparable. Furthermore, the VLBI solution does not have a regular sampling. The combination has it, with a comparable weighted standard deviation value. Finally, we can notice in Table 12 that the standard deviation value of the difference between our combined series and the IGS official combined solution is lower for y p than the value obtained with respect to EOPC04 series. This result is encouraging. Indeed, the IGS official combined polar motion series better correlate with independent geophysical series than EOPC04 series do [Kouba, 2005] .
Particular Analysis of the 6-Hour Solutions
[48] We have carried out spectral analyses over our 6-hour EOP offset combined time series. These analyses are based on the software Frequency Analysis Mapping on Unusual Sampling (FAMOUS), developed by F. Mignard (OCA) in the framework of GAIA project [Mignard, 2004] . This software detects periodic signals in time series and computes frequencies and amplitudes of these signals. Such preliminary spectral analyses show a significant diurnal signal (the period is close to 1.0027 days, 1 sidereal day) for pole coordinates x p and y p . This diurnal signal found in pole coordinates is in fact a retrograde signal as shown in Figure 9 . This signal has already been detected [Watkins and Eanes, 1994; Hefty et al., 2000] .
[49] This artificial signal is due to the correlation between orbital parameters and diurnal retrograde signals in polar motion. It can appear when nutation offsets are not computed [Hefty et al., 2000] . Also, owing to an inability of GINS software, nutation offsets are not parameters of our experiment. This artefact can be eliminated by applying appropriate constraints. A physical retrograde signal of frequency w and phase 8 in polar motion can be modelled as follows:
& or, with r c = r cos 8 and r s = r sin 8,
[50] Thus we can cancel any retrograde signal with the constraints
the matrix A resulting from the gathering of the daily systems (5) over 1 week. As shown in the power spectra in Figure 9 , these constraints successfully eliminate the artefact in the combined solutions. The removal of this artificial diurnal retrograde signal strongly decreases the weighted standard deviation values of the differences between our 6-hour solutions and EOPC04 and the IGS official combined time series as shown in Table 13 . Figure 8 . Daily EOP offset time series for individual techniques and the combination. From top to bottom, x p , y p , and UT1. For polar motion, from top to bottom, GPS, SLR, DORIS, VLBI, and the combination. For UT1, from top to bottom, VLBI and the combination. Units are mas for polar motion and 0.1 ms for UT1.
[51] We can notice in Table 13 that our 6-hour solutions produced after the removal of the diurnal retrograde artefact have very satisfactory weighted standard deviation values with respect to EOPC04 and the IGS official combined time series (the values are at the same level). Furthermore, the value obtained for UT1 (152 ms) shows the quality of our combined UT1 solution (with respect to our VLBI solution) computed with a 6-hour sampling (to be compared with the discontinuous sampling provided by VLBI only).
Toward Combined TRFs
Individual TRFs
[52] Table 15 lists all the reference system effects computed for the DORIS, GPS, SLR, and VLBI techniques. These effects are related to (1) the weekly solutions of station positions alone (EOPs are held fixed) computed with weak constraints of 1 m, (2) the weekly solutions of EOPs (with a daily sampling) and station positions derived with weak constraints of 1 m, (3) the solutions of EOPs (with a daily sampling) and station positions derived with minimum constraints applied on station positions. Regarding these minimum constraints, Table 15 also indicates, for each technique, the parameters for which these constraints are applied. These parameters correspond to the parameters which exhibit significant reference system effects (the bold values in Table 15 ).
[53] In order to make the weekly references underlying the EOP estimates homogeneous over the whole year 2002, we apply minimum constraints with respect to ITRF2000. Furthermore, we use well distributed subnetworks per technique to apply these constraints each week. Table 14 lists these minimum networks for each technique. The method used to find these optimal networks is the following:
[54] 1. First, we computed EOPs and station positions with very weak constraints of 10 km. Then, we computed the seven-parameter transformations between the weekly TRFs Units are mas for x p and y p and 0.1 ms for UT1. b Here ''const.'' corresponds to the 6-hour combined solutions after the removal of the artificial diurnal retrograde signal produced with the constraints (6). Figure 9 . Prograde and retrograde power spectra of the differences between the combined 6-hour polar motion time series and EOPC04 series. The negative (positive) frequencies correspond to the retrograde (prograde) spectrum. The continuous (dashed) curve corresponds to the 6-hour solution before (after) the removal of the artificial retrograde signal. and ITRF2000. To do this, we eliminated the stations for which the estimation residuals were larger than 5 cm (3 cm) for DORIS, SLR, and VLBI (GPS). The stations which were eliminated in less than 26 weeks were kept.
[55] 2. Second, among these networks, we only kept the stations for which the positions were at least computed for 37 weeks.
[56] 3. Finally, among these ''good'' stations, we searched for the subnetworks which minimized the reference system effects over the whole year 2002.
[57] On the basis of these minimum networks, minimum constraints are applied at a 0.1 mm level. Indeed, numerical tests showed that it was an optimal value to really cancel the reference system effects. Regarding the weekly solutions of station positions alone, the results in Table 15 show predictable reference system effects. Indeed, all the satellite techniques exhibit a strong effect for the third rotation due to the dynamic approaches used to derive the solutions. This effect is not present for VLBI. For this technique, strong effects affect the three translations, highlighting the insensitivity of VLBI to geocenter. On the other hand, we can notice significant effects on the third translation for the DORIS and GPS techniques. This effect is certainly due to the geometry of DORIS measurements on the satellites used. Indeed, DORIS network has the best distribution. A bad definition of any degree of freedom of the TRF can only be linked to the satellite constellation involved. For GPS, we know (see section 2.3) that the network effectively used can present a small number of receivers (nearly 50) for some weeks. This can give rise to singularities in computations. Finally, SLR shows, through the effects on the three translations, its ability to derive geocenter motion. Never- ''D'' corresponds to DORIS, ''P'' corresponds to GPS, ''L'' corresponds to SLR, and ''R'' corresponds to VLBI. theless, we can notice the larger effect on T Z probably due to the bad distribution of SLR stations (Figure 3 ). Solutions for EOPs and station positions derived with weak constraints of 1 m show new effects regarding the orientation of TRFs; the reference system effects for EOPs are computed with relations (4). This effect is predictable as, estimating EOPs together with station positions, the orientation of the underlying TRF is not defined at all. Finally, regarding the solutions computed with minimum constraints, we can notice that the reference system effects derived from EOP and station position variance matrices are no more coherent. Indeed, the values are always a little bit larger for EOPs but the effects are not so strong (typically a few millimeters): consult section 5.2 for a discussion of this fact. These reference system effects are below the millimeter level for station positions. Indeed, the values are close to 0.1 mm (the maximum value is 0.5 mm), the level at which minimum constraints are applied. Table 16 shows the mean values and the mean standard deviation values of the seven transformation parameters between the individual solutions computed with minimum constraints and ITRF2000.
[58] Values obtained for DORIS are rather large for the two first translations but we can especially notice the large bias for the scale factor, already highlighted by other groups [Willis et al., 2007] . The standard deviation values are at the level of a few millimeters, probably due to the good geographic distribution of the DORIS beacons. Regarding GPS, we can notice some large standard deviation values. These values close to 1 cm are certainly due to deficiencies in the reduced network we use. The values are satisfactory for SLR which exhibits the smallest standard deviation values for the two first translations in comparison with the other satellite techniques. On the other hand, the very large value (more than 1 cm) obtained for the third translation can certainly be linked to the bad distribution of the SLR network, and, as a consequence, to the relatively bad distribution of the subnetwork used to apply minimum constraints. The rotation standard deviation values at the centimeter level show the difficulty for this technique to derive the orientation of its underlying TRFs. Moreover, we can notice the small mean value obtained for the scale factor (1.5 mm), proof of a robust estimation of range biases. Finally, the values are relatively small for VLBI for which the results in Table 16 show the smallest standard deviation values for the three rotations. This shows the great ability of this technique to derive the orientation of TRFs in space. Regarding the three rotations, we can notice the small values obtained (less than 0.1 mm for VLBI and up to 4 mm for SLR). This shows the effectiveness of minimum Minimum constraints are applied with respect to ITRF2000 at the level of 0.1 mm. constraints. Nevertheless, the biases obtained for DORIS and SLR (at the level of a few millimeters) also show the limits of such constraints.
Minimum Constraints and EOPs
[59] As shown in Table 15 , reference system effect affects not only station positions materializing the considered TRF but also EOPs computed with respect to the three axes of this TRF. As an example, Table 17 shows the reference system effect on the two rotations R X and R Y computed through the variance matrices of EOPs and station positions for the first weekly SLR EOP and station position solution computed with weak constraints of 1 m.
[60] Table 17 shows the great agreement between the reference system effects derived from the variance matrices of EOPs and station positions, respectively. This can also be seen in Table 15 . So, the reference system effect affects EOPs at the same level as it does station positions. Minimum constraints fully eliminate the reference system effect on station positions. These constraints should also eliminate the reference system effect on EOPs.
[61] Taking again the weekly SLR normal system of Table 17 , we add minimum constraints (see section 5.1 for details) and invert the normal system obtained to derive EOPs and station positions. If the reference system effect clearly disappears for station positions, it is not the case for EOPs. Indeed, the mean standard deviation values are 0.88 mas for x p and 0.30 mas for y p . Minimum constraints do not fully eliminate the reference system effect for EOPs.
[62] Further investigations on this normal system show that a few stations bring a small number of measurements during this particular week. By eliminating these stations during SLR orbit computations (section 2.4), minimum constraints are now sufficient to significantly reduce the reference system on EOPs. The network used to derive EOPs has a great importance and much attention must be paid to it. Moreover, the geometric distribution of measurements also plays an important role in this problem.
[63] As noticed in section 5.1, Table 15 lists the mean reference system effects over the year 2002 for our individual daily EOP solutions computed together with station positions under minimum constraints in agreement with Figure 5 .
[64] Minimum constraints being applied, the TRF underlying the estimation of EOPs should be correctly defined. This is not always the case as shown in Table 15 . The values in this table can thus be interpreted as sensitivities of techniques to EOPs. Indeed, a significant reference system effect in the variance matrices of EOPs, although the TRF is well defined, proves the difficulty, through our analysis, for the considered technique, to define the reference underlying the EOP estimations it provides.
[65] Furthermore, the effects in Table 15 can be understood as criteria of the quality of the station network used. Indeed, the values are very small for GPS, the technique which is very sensitive to polar motion and for which we have a well distributed network, even if it is a reduced one. The results obtained for DORIS are very interesting. Although this technique has the best network, it produces the strongest reference system effects. These effects are in fact due to the weak sensitivity of DORIS to pole coordinates. The results for SLR and VLBI also make sense. SLR is known to be less sensitive to Earth rotation than VLBI, but its ground network is better distributed than the VLBI one (see maps in Figure 3 and Figure 4 ). Finally, we can notice the relatively small effect (2 mm) on the third rotation R Z for VLBI. This value shows the great sensitivity of this technique to UT1, a sensitivity which is stronger than those to polar motion. Sensitivities of techniques with respect to EOPs given through these reference system effects can also be directly linked to the celestial objects observed by these techniques. Indeed, the distribution of the orbital planes of the satellites is of great importance for DORIS, GPS, and SLR, as is the geometric distribution of the extragalactic quasars for VLBI.
Combined TRFs
[66] By mixing the weekly individual normal systems (see Figure 5) , we obtain the weekly combined normal systems related to both EOPs and station positions. [67] These weekly combined normal systems are not invertible. Indeed, Table 18 (which lists the mean reference system effects for the weekly combined EOP and station position solutions computed with weak constraints of 1 m) shows that the three rotations exhibit a significant effect.
[68] To eliminate the reference system effect of Table 18 , we add minimum constraints for the three rotations with respect to ITRF2000. Doing so gives realistic standard deviation values for the positions of GPS sites, but the standard deviation values for the station positions related to the three other techniques are still very large.
[69] Table 19 shows the mean reference system effects per technique inside the weekly combined EOP and station position solutions estimated with weak constraints. These effects show that the individual techniques exhibit the same reference system effects in the combination as they do alone (Table 15 ). In order to solve this problem, we decided to not combine the weekly individual normal systems but the weekly normal systems regularized by minimum constraints per technique (see Figure 5 ). Minimum constraints are applied with respect to ITRF2000 and are related to the parameters for which the effects are significant (the bold values in Table 19 ). We keep the subnetworks used for the individual computations (Table 14) to apply these minimum constraints. This provides weekly combined TRFs for which the standard deviation values on station positions and EOPs are satisfactory.
[70] However, as shown in Table 20 , the individual techniques still realize their own TRFs inside the combination. The combined TRFs are not homogeneous although EOPs, as common parameters for all techniques, probably homogenize the individual rotation parameters. Indeed, the reference system effects for the two rotations R X and R Y in Table 19 are homogeneous in comparison to those shown in Table 15 . This heterogeneity completely prevented us from using local ties and, as a consequence, colocated station positions to link techniques.
Prospects
[71] A solution to the previous problem can consist in constraining the individual weekly TRFs to be realized in ITRF2000. However, doing so clearly transgresses physics of measurements and gives rise to inaccuracies in the computations. Another solution is based on alternative computation models. Indeed, parameters worthy of interest will be no more EOPs and station positions, but EOPs and station positions in a combined homogeneous TRF together with the seven individual transformation parameters between the TRFs underlying measurements of techniques and this combined TRF. Such an approach is used for the ITRF computation [Altamimi et al., 2002a] albeit at the level of individual solutions.
[72] In our case, such a model will be directly derived at the observational level. Furthermore, this approach should reduce the heterogeneities between the references for EOPs and station positions highlighted in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Indeed, the main problem regarding EOPs and the rotation parameters derived from station positions consists in finding the station network for which the measurements are really used to compute EOPs. However, for any given station, all the measurements do not necessarily have the same quality. Estimating transformation parameters at the level of measurements should make possible, through an optimal data weighting, to derive exactly EOPs linked to the combined TRF.
Conclusions
[73] This experiment of space-geodetic technique combination at the normal system level is the first computation of such importance carried out by the French GRGS in the field of terrestrial reference systems. Moreover, it is clearly a first step towards a direct combination at the measurement level. Although we were unable to consider nutation offsets as parameters, our combination shows clearly its strength for the EOP determination. Indeed, the standard deviation values of the combined solutions are better or at the level of those obtained for our individual solutions. Also, the comparisons of these individual solutions with the international analysis center solutions show that our DORIS and SLR solutions are at the level of international solutions. On the other hand, they also show that our GPS and VLBI solutions are at the level of international solutions for which standard deviation values of differences with respect to EOPC04 or official combined time series are the largest ones. However, in this paper the quality of individual computations was not crucial as the concept of all-combined solutions was clearly the important point. Nevertheless, we plan, in the very near future, to upgrade GINS software to carry out better GPS and VLBI data processings. On the other hand, it must be noticed that GINS is probably the only software in the worldwide geodetic community which permits to carry out computations with all the geodetic techniques used to derive official IERS EOPs and TRFs. Moreover, in the near future, comparisons with international analysis center solutions should be carried out not only on the basis of EOPs but also of station positions.
[74] When our individual GPS and VLBI computations will reproduce the state-of-the-art data processings, we should be able to carry out physical interpretations of EOP offset time series, over a longer period of time (typically over several years). In this framework, amplitudes of periodic variations due to oceanic and zonal tides could be directly determined through measurements. Such approaches have already been used [Watkins and Eanes, 1994; Hefty et al., 2000] . We should also compare our combined EOP series with geophysical excitations such as Oceanic and Atmospheric Angular Momenta as it is done by Kouba [2005] . In this context of EOP computation, nutation offsets must be parameters worthy of interest in the future developments linked to this experiment. Indeed, as is the case for UT1 in the present paper, partial derivatives of satellite techniques (even if they are low) could be mixed with those of VLBI. All these computations linked to EOPs will be the core of a next investigation.
[75] Concerning the realization of combined TRFs, improvements should be made in the model used in order to take into account (and to eliminate) the remaining biases between individual techniques in the combined normal systems. Such a model should link techniques in a real combined homogeneous TRF. So, we could use (and validate) local ties in IERS colocation geodetic sites and weight techniques not only through EOPs but also through station positions. Furthermore, it seems unreasonable to use local ties on a weekly basis. Indeed, using local ties in the context of weekly combinations is a completely different approach than the one consisting in applying these local ties between mean station positions computed over nearly 15 years, due to physical signals which may be revealed by the weekly station position time series. Thus we have to find an improved combination model to ensure, on the one hand, that, each week, all technique station positions are computed in the same global reference frame and, on the other hand, that local ties are used in an optimal way. Elaboration and testing of such models will be described in a future paper.
[76] Finally, research on such combinations at the observational level should be continued. Indeed, the quality presently reached by space-geodetic measurements and the next role of the European GALILEO positioning and navigation system should encourage us to reduce intermediate steps between measurements and reference products such as ITRF and EOPs. This in order to still improve the quality of these fundamental references. Moreover, taking into account new links such as multitechnique satellites, atmospheric delays (we plan to upgrade GINS to derive common zenithal delays based on homogeneous mapping functions for the techniques involved) in colocation sites, and geocenter motion should also improve such combinations. This is of particular importance because main geodetic reference products such as ICRF, ITRF, EOPs, and Earth gravity field should be derived from these combinations.
